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Power-law Revisited: A Large Scale Measurement Study of
P2P Content Popularity
György Dán, KTH, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm;
Niklas Carlsson, University of Calgary, Canada

György Dán introduced a study whose goal was to characterize the distribution of content-popularity metrics, in
particular instantaneous and the download popularity in
BitTorrent systems. To this end the authors conducted a
practical study in which they used a Mininova.org screen
scrape and a scrape of 721 of BitTorrent trackers.
The study showed that it is hard to fit both popularities in
power-law distributions, as previous studies had indicated.
Instead, Dán argued in favor of distributions with the following characteristics. For instantaneous popularity, one
could perhaps consider a power-law distribution head, a
distinct power-law trunk, and possibly (although not obviously) a third power-law distribution tail. For the download
popularity, Dán argued in favor of a distribution composed
of a flat head, a power-law trunk, and concluded that the
tail may exhibit a power law distribution for short periods
of time, but the power-law would certainly not hold for long
periods.
There were several reactions to the paper. Initially, a participant commented that having more accurate distributions
was good, but it was also important to understand their
implications in peer-to-peer systems. Dán commented that
indeed these distributions were really complex, as they
are influenced by several aspects. What changes should be
made to peer-to-peer systems given the new, more accurate
distributions? This is still an open question, but results
show that popularity does not follow power-law distributions, and so systems should clearly not be designed with
this in mind. What were the reasons behind the absence
of a long tail? This is probably related to content aging, but
there were probably other factors. Finally, another participant was curious about the behavior of individual swarm
participants. Dán clarified that participants’ IDs were not
logged in their study, so there was no way for them to
know.
■■

Strange Bedfellows: Community Identification in BitTorrent
David Choffnes, Jordi Duch, Dean Malmgren, Roger Guiermà,
Fabián Bustamante, and Luís A. Nunes Amaral, Northwestern
University

Privacy in BitTorrent communities has become an increasing concern. David Choffnes demonstrated this, showing
how the strong global connection structure in this P2P
system allows an external observer to infer the existence of
communities with common interests. This enables a guilt by
association attack, where a third party can derive the content that is shared by users of an entire community, using
information only from a single member of this community.
In order to evaluate this, Choffnes described a study where
the authors took one month of data related to an average of
3000 users per day that established more than 10,000 con108

nections among themselves per day. Using these traces they
created a graph where links had weights that were proportional to the number of times they were registered in the
trace. Using heuristic-based techniques, the authors were
able to identify nine distinct communities with variable
sizes. This information allowed the author to infer that information from 1% of nodes had the potential to reveal 80%
of the network for direct and one level of indirect observation, and that one host has a potential to reveal 80% of the
network for double indirect observation.
Did the authors have any idea concerning the nature of the
identified communities? No, but they were looking for explanations for this, such as common geography and content
types. To further clarify, they were unable to identify the
nature of these communities because the study intentionally did not record the nature of the data being downloaded
by users. How could the authors derive the density of the
relations between nodes in the same community? This was
derived empirically from the data itself. Had the authors
tried other techniques, such as clustering, to identify communities? They used simulated annealing to maximize
modularity, which is commonly used to identify communities. Did the results show that there was no sharing between
members of different communities? Indeed, such sharing
activities existed but were not common compared with
sharing within communities.
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Security Implications of the Internet Protocol version 6
(IPv6)
Fernando Gont, Universidad Tecnológica Nacional/Facultad
Regional Haedo (Argentina) and United Kingdom’s Centre for the
Protection of National Infrastructure
Summarized by Alan Morewood (morewood@computer.org)
Editor’s Note: As a Gold Sponsor of BSDCan 2010, USENIX
invites attendees to submit reports for publication in ;login:. We
received this very timely summary about issues with implementing IPv6 in production networks.

Although there where frequent references to the sysctl
parameters that allow BSD to tweak various kernel settings,
Fernando’s talk was focused at a higher level, explaining
the fundamental concerns uncovered during his ongoing
research with the UK’s Centre for the Protection of National
Infrastructure (CPNI).
The three most important messages from the presentation
may be: to train design and operations staff on IPv6 before
deployment; that there are significant similarities and differences between IPv4 and IPv6 but that myths and marketing
are unreliable sources to distinguish the differences; and,
finally, for developers to always provide a limit to functionality which uses kernel resources.
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To have features similar to an organization’s existing IPv4
firewall, one needs to have similar policy enforcement
mechanisms available, so careful evaluation of vendor’s IPv6
equipment is necessary. Some settings, such as ICMPv6 redirect, are not entirely necessary for operation according to
Gont, only for optimization. A strong knowledge of architecture will mean that redirects are not necessary for operation
or optimization. Education and training would allow for the
right configuration; while knowledge of IPv4 and related
utilities is useful, there are some differences in the details.
Know the details, not the hype, suggested Gont. Early in
the presentation, Gont made reference to a myth that, due
to the large IPv6 address space, scanning for valid addresses
will be infeasible. This presumption is predicated on the
idea that the space is used in a random and uniformly
sparse manner, but studies have shown that deployment
methods actually used have many factors which lead to
significant predictability. These include sequential manual
address assignment, sequential MAC address assignments
typical of an enterprise environment, and addresses based
on IPv4, all found within the Host ID field. It was noted
that with the default MAC-based HostID assignment, individual hosts can be tracked when connected to different
networks, causing possible privacy concerns.
Gont pointed out that while OpenBSD had many of the
tweaks necessary to safeguard resource usage and limit
other IPv6 vulnerabilities, there were still areas of concern
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not covered and that the default settings were not the most
conservative, allowing for full functionality. Some BSD implementations did not enforce minimum fragment or packet
sizes, none filtered MAC addresses reserved for broadcast
and multicast, and some did not have tweaks to disallow
autoconfiguration from manipulating routing configuration,
all facilitating various abuses.
An example of resource utilization issues is that a device
can receive multiple network addresses, at least one per
valid network prefix in operation on a link. Without a limit,
an attacker may impose thousands of addresses on a host’s
network interface via the autoconfiguration features, causing
excessive resource use on the host. Similar resource issues
were brought forward for fragment processing, link layer
address cache sizes, and many other important functions.
An audience member noted that putting limits on these
parameters could prevent correct operation while under
attack, which was acknowledged, but all agreed that having
an operational kernel facilitated corrective action.
Many more concerns were presented, such as the use of
fragmentation which, despite the new restrictions on overlapping fragments (RFC5722), may still allow firewall rule
bypassing. More details on this and other issues are still not
public, for security reasons. They are working with vendors
and other relevant parties to correct protocol and implementation issues.
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